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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that, if an identity operator on an n-dimensional Banach space V 
can be extended to any Banach space with the same norm, then V is isometric to l~ n). 
We show that the identity is the only such operator. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a real n-dimensional Banach space, and let T be an operator 
mapping V into V. I f  X is another Banach space, we let 
and 
e(r, x):= inf{[[7~][: f : X ~ V, 7~[v = T} 
e(T) := sup{e(T, X) :  X D V}. 
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In particular, if T = I v is the identity on the space V, then e(T, X )  = A(V, X )  
and e(T)= A(V), where A(V, X) and ?t(V) are the relative (to X) and 
absolute projectional constants of the space V, respectively. 
It is a classical result due to Nachbin [7] (cf. [8]; see also [4]) that 
A(V) = e( Iv )  = 1 iff V is isometric to l(~ "). (1.1) 
In this note we prove that I v is the only such operator. Of course, we cannot 
define an operator T other than (a scalar multiple of) the identity operator 
without specifiying the space V. Hence this result has to be stated somewhat 
differently. 
THEOREM. Let A = (a i )  be an n × n matrix which is not (a scalar 
multiple of)  the identity. T~en there exists a Banach space V and a basis 
v 1 . . . . .  v n for  V such that an operator T defined by 
& 
Tv i = )" aijv j
j= l  
has the property e(T)  = ]]TI[ and yet V is not isometric to l(~ "). 
We will next reformulate this theorem in terms of the action constants 
introduced in [2] and [5]. Let V be a fixed Banach space of dimension , and 
let A be an n × n matrix. Let A(V)  be the set of all linear operators from V 
into V such that, for every T ~ A(V) ,  there exists a basis in V with respect to 
which the matrix of the operator T is equal to A. (In this case we say that T 
corresponds to the matrix A and write T ~ A.) In this context we refer to A 
as an action. An action constant of A on V is defined to be 
re(T) } 
Aa(V ) :=inf / i i -  ~- :T~A(V)  . 
With the help of this language we restate the theorem [in a slightly stronger 
form (the infimum is not assumed to be attained)]: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n × n matrix. Then 
(1.2) 
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To prove this theorem, we first will analyze several cases for n = 2 and 
then extend it to arbitrary n by considering the (real-block) Jordan form of 
the mattSx A. We observe that in the proof of the theorem it suffices to 
assume that A is of full rank. Indeed, if it is not, let V be an n-dimensional 
Banach space which is not isometric to l~ '~) but which contains a subspace 
V'  c V of codimension 1 which is i:~ometric to l(~ " -  1). Hence A corresponds 
to an operator T which can be considered as an operator from V into V as 
well as an operator from V into V'  = l~ (n-l). As an operator from V into 
l(n- 1) it can be extended to any other Banach space with the same norm, and 
hence e(T : V --+ V)  = e(T : V -+ l(~ ''-1)) = IITII and AA(V) = 1. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. I f  n = 2 then (1,2) ;is true. 
Proof. We consider four cases which exhaust all possibilities. 
Case 1. Let 
n=[a w ero 
We show there exists a two-dimensional Banaeh space V = V(d)  such that 
V(d)  is not isometric to l(~ 2) and a(V(d))  = 1. 
Indeed, let V(d)  be the space with unit ball B(V(d) )  given in R 2 by 
II(a,, a )ll == max(la~l, I(1 -d )a~ ~-a,~l, I(1 a' l) < 1. (2.1) 
That is, B(V(d) )  is the (convex hull of the) hexagon with vertices +(0, 1), 
___ (1, d), ++_ (1, -d ) .  The coordinate functionals ~b~ ~ V(d)* defined by 
~b,(al,a2) =a, ,  i=  1,2, (2.2) 
have norms equal to 1 [since B(V(d) )  is inside the unit square]. It follows 
from (2.2) that, for the operator T defined on V(d)  by 
we have 
T(a l ,  a2) = (a~,da2)  or T= ~b 1 ®e I +d& 2 ® e 2, 
IITII =llT(x,o)l l  = 1. 
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We will show next that e(T) = 1. Indeed let X D V(d). Let q~i be the 
Hahn-Banach extension of the functionals ~b i in (2.2), Define an operator 
T: X --* V(d) by 
T=~bl®el  +d~b2@ez, i.e., Tx=(~bl(x),d~b2(x)). 
I f  Ilxll = 1 then I~l(x)l < 1, l~2(x)l < 1, and, since (1, d) e B(V(d)), we 
h ave 
:Fx ~ B(V(d)) .  
Hence IITII < 1. Thus aa(V(d))  = 1. 
Finally, observe that, since B(V(d)) is a hexagon, V(d) is not isometric to 
l~ (~) (whose unit ball is the square). 
The next case deals specifically with the one remaining case d = - 1. 
Case 2. Let 
[1 0] 
A= 0 -1  " 
We show there exists a two-dimensional Banach space V such that V is not 
isometric to 1 (2) and )ta(V) = 1 by observing the following example. Let V 
be the space with unit ball B(V) given in 11 = by 
ll(a:, a,) I I  = max(la,I ,  ]a2], la, - a,I) ~< 1. (2.a) 
That is, B(V) is the (convex hull of the) hexagon with vertices +(1, 1), 
_+ (1, 0), _+ (0,1). 
Again, as in case 1, the coordinate functionals ¢i, i = 1, 2, in V* have 
norms equal to 1 [since B(V)  is inside the unit square]. Consider the 
operator T defined on V by 
T (a l ,  a2) = (a l ,  --a2) or T = ~b 1 ® e 1 - ~b 2 ® e=. 
Let X D V, and define an operator T : X --+ V by 
:F=~bl®el -62®e2,  i.e., :Fx=(~bl(x),-6~(x)),  
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where, as in case 1, ~i is a Hahn-Banach extension of the functional ~bi, 
i = 1,2. Since I1(1, 1)ll = 1 and lIT(l, 1)11 = 2, we have IITII >i 2. On the other 
hand, clearly IITll-<< 114hll + 114'211 = 2 and, similarly, IITII < 2. 
As in case 1, the unit ball of V is a hexagon and thus V is not isometric 
to 1~ 2). 
Case 3. Suppose that (the real matrix) A is similar (over C) to the 
complex diagonal matrix diag(a + i, a -  i), where, without loss, assume 
a ~> 0. In fact, let 
n=[:X 1o] 
Now let 
v = [v ,v2] c I 3), 
with basis 
v~ : (1, otx,0) and v 2= (a -  1 , -x , -1 ) ,  
where x is an arbitrary fixed number such that 
x>~l  if a>~l ,  and x>~a- l+~/a2-2a+2 if a~<l .  (2.4) 
Next define the operator f from l~ 3) onto V given (in matrix form with 
respect o the standard basis) by 
a - 1 1/x 1 - a] 
- -  X O l  X • 
-1  0 1 
Then check that f is an extension of' the operator T on V given by the matrix 
A with respect to the basis v 1, v,,. Next note [(2.4) implies the second 
absolute column sum is less than or equal to the other two] that 
IITII = IITII = 1 + x + I1 - al, (2 .5)  
since 
1 + a = ( a2 -a+l ,O , - -a  ) 
1 + a 2v~ ~ v 2 1  a 2 + 1 a ~ + 1 
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has norm 1 and 
IlZvll =11(-1 + ~, -x ,  -1)11 = 1 + x + I1 - al. 
But the unit ball of V is a hexagon [with comers 
1 ) 1 1 
- - , 0  + ~ ( 1 -  a ,1 ) ,  +- - (1 ,  a ) ,  
+- l+ax  ' - ] +xp  - a+p 
where p = [1 + a (a  - 1)]], and thus V is not isometric to l(~ 2) (whose unit 
ball is a square). As in case 2, the result now follows because (2.5) implies 
e(T)  = IITII, since L~ is a maximal  overspace  [1, 6], i.e., e(T)  = e (T ,  1~3)). 
Case  4. The one remaining case is where A is similar (over R) to the 
(Jordan) matrix 
11] 
In fact let 
--note that 
S-1AS = [01 11], where S= [~ 0] 
- -and define the operator 7 ~ from l~ z) onto V, the space with basis (v 1, v 2) 
= ((1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)) given (in matrix form with respect o the standard basis) 
by 
11 
7 0 . 
1 
-7  1 
Then check that f is an extension of the operator T on V given by the matrix 
A with respect o the basis v 1, v 2. It is then straightforward to compute [use 
the absolute column sums (all equal) to compute liT]l] that 
IITII = 2 = [[TII, (2.6) 
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since 
IlYll = sup 
~,~ II~vl + /3v2[I 
If + ~rl + I f  + L + (~ + d)~l + Ig + drl 
= sup 
1 + I1 + 3'1 + 13'1 
and, at y= -1 ,=( l~- f l+ l /9 -~/ l+ l /~-~+f -d l ) /2  =2,  where 
Note that the unit ball of V is a regular hexagon and thus V is not 
isometric to l~ ~). As in case 2, the result now follows because (2.6) implies 
e(T) = II:fll, since L l is a maximal overspace [1, 6], i.e., e(T) = e(T, I~3)). 
We have thus proved the lemma for all possible cases. • 
NOTE 1. )IA(V) is not in general a continuous function of A. In fact, for 
all n ~ 0, 
[1 ~] of case 4 in the proof of is similar (over R) to the (Jordan) matrix 0 
Lemma 1 above. Thus, for the space V of case 4, )t a (V)  = 1 for all ~7 4= 0. 
From (1.1), however, we see that MV)= )t1(V):~ 1, since the regular- 
hexagonal space V is not isometric to l! e). [In fact, it is well known that 
~(V) = )t(V, l~ 3)) = 4.] 
NOTE 2. It is easy to see that the hexagonal spaces V in cases 1, 2, and 
4, and in case 3 if a = x = 1, are unconditional spaces. Compare with [3], 
where extension constants are dete,xnined for operators whose eigenvectors 
form an unconditional basis. 
We will need the following result. 
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LEMMA 2. For any matrix B = B~ of the form 
there exists a two-dimensional Banach space V~ such that V~ is not isometric 
to lt~  and an operator T~ : V~ ~ V~ such that T~ ~ B, e(T~) = IIZ~ll, and 
lIT, :V, ~ V~ll > liB: l(~ 2) ~/£~)11, 
where B : l(~ 2) ~ l~ ~) denotes the operator on l(-- 2~ with matrix B with respect to 
the standard basis. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from case 3 of Lemma 1, since, 
letting V~ be the V of case 3 and using the terminology there, we have 
IIT~: V~ ~ V~II = 1 + x + I1 - al  > 1 + ~ = liB: l~ 2) ~/&2~ll, provided x is 
chosen larger than 1. • 
REMARK 1. One can observe that for 
Oll 
it is not possible to find V not isometric to l(~ 2) and T ~ A such that 
e(T) = IITII = 1. Indeed, if that were possible, then T with T ~ = I could be 
extended with norm one and hence V would be isometric to l~ 2). 
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 1. For the proof of the theorem in 
general we will consider the real Jordan form of A and make use of the 
following two cases together with Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Case 5. Let A be a (k -  l)-dimensional Jordan block matrix; i.e., 
without loss let 
"1 1 
1 
A = 
1 I 
1 
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We show there exists a (k - 1)-dimensional Banach space V with basis 
Vx, . . . , vk_  ~ and T an operator on V with matrix A with respect to 
v 1 . . . . .  vk_ 1 such that e(T)  = IITII = 2 and V is not isometric to l(~ k-l). 
For k = 3 the result is case 4 of Lemma 1. 
For k >/4, let V be the (k - 1)-dimensional subspace of l~ k~ given by 
the first k - 1 of  the k column vectors v 1, v 2 . . . . .  v k of the following k × k 
matrix: 
V+= 
-1  -1  -1  -1  -1  . . . .  1 -1  -1  -1  0 0 -  
-1  -1  -1  -1  -1  . . . .  1 -1  -1  1 0 1 
-1  -1  -1  -1  -1  . . . .  1 -1  -1  1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 110 
1 1 1 1 1 ... 1 1 -1  -1  0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 .-. I -1  -1  0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 . . . .  1 -1  0 0 0 0 
i i - i  - i  5 ... 5 6 d d d 6 
1 -1  -1  0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
That is, the upper right 4 × 3 corner of V + is the matrix 
1 0 
1 1 ' 
1 1 
and the other entries form two regions of - l ' s  and a region of l 's and a 
region of O's given by Vi~ = -1  for 1 ~<i~<3, 1 ~<j~<k-3  and for 
5 <~i <~k, k - i  + 2 <~j <~k- i  + 3; V~. = l for l ~ j  <~k-  3, 4 <~i <~ 
k- j+  1;andV~. =0for4<~i  <~k, k - i+4 <~j <~k. 
It is an immediate check that V is not isometric to l(~ k- 1). Indeed, V 
would be isometric to l(~ k- l) if and only if some basis for V consisted of 
elements with disjoint support. Consider, however, the k - 1 column vectors 
t3j := vj - vj+ x, J = 1 . . . . .  k - 2, arid 13 k_ 1 := vk- Then the first four entries 
of t3j are all zeros for j = 1 , . . . ,  k -- 4, while the first four entries of  ~3j for 
j =k-3  . . . . .  k -  l make up the 4: X 3 matrix 010] 
-2  1 
-2  0 ' 
0 0 
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and it is clear that no elementary column transformations on this matrix will 
yield columns with disjoint support. 
For  k = 4 let T be given (with respect to the standard basis) by the 
4 × 4 matrix 
1 0 7 -~  
1 1 
f=  -1  0 ~ ~ . 
-1  0 1 0 
-1  0 0 1 
For  k 1> 5, let f be given (with respect to the standard basis) by the 
k × k matrix 
1 
0 
0 
-1  
0 
T= 6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
t l  
t l 0 0 "'" 0 0 0 0 0 z 2 
1 1 1 0 "" 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
0 1 0 -1  0 "'" 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 "" 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 "" 0 0 0 0 
666 66 . . . i i66  
0 0 0 0 0 --- 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -'- 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 "-  0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 "" 0 0 0 0 
1 1 
0 t 2 t 3 t 4 0 . . . .  ~ 0 -- -~ 0 
0 0 -  
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 o '  
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 
-7  1 
where (t 1, t 2, t3, t 4) = (0, 1/2J ,  -1 /2 J ,  15/k])  if k is odd, and (t~, t 2, t 3, t 4) 
= (1/2 J ,  0, 0, -1 /2 J )  if k is even, and j = [(k - 3)/21. That is, the upper 
left 4 × 5 comer  of T is the mattSx 11o] 1 0 ~ 
1 1 - -1  0 0 ~ z , 
0 0 1 0 -1  
-1  0 0 1 0 
the kth row is given as above, and each i th row between the 4th row and the 
kth row has two consecutive l 's  beginning in the ith position and O's 
1 1 _ ~, l )  and in  elsewhere. [For example, in case k = 5, the k th row is (0, 0, ~, 
1 - 1).]  case k 6, the kth row is (~, O, O, O, 1 
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Then check directly that T(v i) = vi + vi+ 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  k - 2, f (vk_  1) 
= vk- 1, and T(v k) = 0. For  example in the cases k = 4 and k = 5, 
1 I l O _1oil _ oo] 1 1 -1  1 0 0 1 0 0 -1  0 7 -g  = 
-1  0 1 0 -1  1 1 0 2 1 0 
-1  0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 
and 
1 1 13 I 1 0 ~ z 
1 1 - -1  0 0 7 2 
0 0 1 0 -1  
-1  0 0 1 {3 
1 1 1 0 0 ~ 2 
1110 1 -1  -1  1 0 
-1  -1  1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 -1  -1  0 
-2  -2  -1  0 
-2  0 1 0 
-2  0 o 1 
2 2 o 1 
0 -2  -1  0 
0 
0 
0 , 
0 
0 
respectively. Thus T := 7~[v has the action A on V with respect o the basis 
Vl . . . . .  vk-x, and IITII = I1~?11 = 2. [117~11 = max {absolute row sums (all equal 
to 2 in this case)}.] The result then fbllows because e(T) = Ilfll, since l(~ k) is a 
maximal overspace, i.e., e(T) = e(T, l(~k)). 
Case 6. Let A be a 2k )< 2k matrix whose minimal polynomial is 
[x 2 - 2ax  + (a  2 + 1)] k. Then there exists a Banach space V (not isometric 
to l(~ 2k)) and an operator T : V ~ V such that T ~ A and e(T) = IITtl. 
To see this let B be given by 
! - -1  19/ " 
According to Lemma 2 we can find a Banach space V~ not isometric to l(~ 2), 
• > 0, and an operator T~ ~ B : V~ ---} V~ such that, for every ~7 < •, 
e(r~)  = IIZ~l[ > l iB: l& 2) --' l&2)ll + ~. 
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Now let us represent he matrix A in a real-block Jordan form: 
B riI 
B r/I 
A = 
B ~7I 
B 
where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix and ri is picked so small that 
IIT~II > liB: l& 2) ~/&2)ll + nllV~, --'/&2)ll. 
We now introduce a 2k-dimensional space 
V = l~ 2) ~ l~ 2) • ... ~ l~ 2) • V,~, 
where the direct sum is taken in the l~ sense, and two-dimensional operators 
I, S, G are defined by 
I := I: l~ 2) ~ l~ ~), 
S := B: l~ 2) ~ l~ 2), 
and 
G := I :V~ ~ l~ 2), 
where G := I : V,, ~ I~ 2) denotes the operator taking the basis vj, v 2 into the 
standard basis of 1~2). 
Accordingly, we consider an operator T written in the form 
-S 771 
S 771 
T = 
S 711 
S riG 
I,, 
:V~V.  
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Then T ~ A and IITII = max{llS + hill, IIS + nGII, IIT~II} = IIT~II. Now, since 
V~ c II 3~, we can embed V~ into l~ 8~ and consider the space 
x = l~ ~ • lY~ ~. - -  • 1~  • l~ ~. 
Then X is isometric to/~2k+6~, and V is a subspace of X. Since the rangeof  
the operator G is l~ ~, we can extend G to G: l~ s~ ~ l~ 2~ such that IIGII = IIGII. 
By Corollary 2 we can extend T~ to T~ : 1~ s~ ~ V~ with the same norm. 
Hence the operator T given by 
"S 191 
S 
is an extension of an operator T to 
T:X- - '  V. 
Obviously I#11 = II~f~ll = IIT~II = 117"11, and, 
S ~7I 
s nG 
L 
since X is isometric to 1~ N~, 
e(T)  = e(T, X) = IITII. Thus AA(V) = 1. It remains to show that V is not 
isometric to l~ 2k~. Indeed, the natural projection from 
v = l~ 2k-2~ • v~ 
onto V~ is of norm one. If V were isometric to l~ 2k~, then 
A(V~) = A(V~,V) = 1, 
which would imply that V. is isometric to l~ z), and that contradicts Corollary 
2. This ends the proof of case 6. 
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Completion of proof of  Theorem 1. Let A be an arbitrary n × n matrix 
which is not a scalar multiple of the identity. Then the action A is similar 
(over R) to 
where A" is not a scalar multiple of the identity and is either a 2 × 2 matrix 
or a matrix considered in case 5 or 6 above. Hence there exists a Banach 
space V" not isometric to l~ (k) (k = dim V") and an operator T" :V" ~ V" 
such that 
e(T" )  = IIT"ll, T" ~ A". (2.7) 
just as in case 6, we construct a Banach space V = l(~ N) • V", N = n - 
dim V", and an operator 
T' 0 ] 
T= 0 T" :V - - *V  
with T '  ~ A'. Then IITII = max{llT'll, liT" 11} and, since l~ N) is a projective 
space, by use of (2.7) we conclude 
e(T)  = max{e(T ' ) ,  e(T")}  = max{llT'll, IIT"II) = tlTII. 
The fact that V = l(~ N) • V" is not isometric to l(~ ") concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. • 
REMARK 2. Observe that in cases 2 through 6 above, where the spec- 
trum of A is a subset of some circle, the norm of T ~ A : V ~ V constructed 
in these cases is greater than the radius of that circle. This fact leads us to the 
following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Assume that the spectral radius (equal to the maximum of 
the absolute values of the eigenvalues) of A is 1. We conjecture that the 
implication 
{e(T~A:V- -~ V) = 1} ~ {V=/(n)} 
holds iff the spectrum of A lies in the unit circle. 
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